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Some elements located inside the device require 
constant or periodic maintenance. Easy access to the 
interior of the device is allowed through hinged covers.  

 

EASY ACCESS FOR MAINTENANCE 

In the event of an excessive load on the main shaft - 
the scrapers lift. Physical access to the feeder is 
provided through an electrically operated hatch.   

 

EMERGENCY ACCESS

The Bag Opener is fitted with two electrical engines 
(15-30kW for the working head and 0.75kW for the 
feeding belt) and an external cooling system which 
considerably extends the durability of the drive.  

MAIN DRIVE 

Rotating shaft equipped with teeth / knives which lift 
the bags upwards and 5 independently operating 
knife assemblies (Counterweights/scrapers) free to 
deflect under the material pressure splitting the bags 
open.  

TEARING UNIT

EFFECTIVE TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSING OF MUNICIPAL
MIXED AND SELECTIVE WASTE 

The waste bag opener is an innovative machine that allows the splitting and emptying of waste bags 
and pre-shredding of brittle waste. It allows the tearing of 98% of bags processed without disturbing 
their content and provides extra cushioning to ensure that glass objects remain unbroken and are fed 
to the selection belt, where they can be easily separated. The bag opener ensures optimum opening 
of bags of different sizes and a constant supply to further treatments. It is designed as a modular unit 
and is easily adaptable to individual needs. 

APPLICATIONS 



SPECIFICATIONS 

Material Capacity Dimensions Installed Electrical Power

Municipal mixed and selective
waste (waste bags) 5,0 - 30,0 t/h 8 x 2.3 x 8m 15 - 30,0 + 2,3 + 1,0 kW

Performance Blocking / Weding Feeding Options Options

Electronically
Controlled

Automatically detected with
3 self-healing blocks. Automatic
signal for manual removal of 
unacceptable material (type 
or size)

1. Own feeding system (chain 
conveyor, steel plate or movable 
floor) and hopperabove the floor.
2. Without its own material 
handling system as an additional
sorting system between two
conveyors.

1. Lifting work head
2. Feed system in the form of
a hopper equipped with its
bottom in the conveyor belt. 
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